
CORPORATE BACKGROUNDER
Numerator is a data and tech company providing insights into what, why and how people buy.   

The company provides brands and retailers with deep understanding of who is buying what brands, 
where they buy and what is influencing their behaviors. The company is known for offering the most 
seamless insights – regardless of where people shop (online, in specialty, club, convenience stores, or in 
traditional brick & mortar stores).

54 percent of the Fortune 100 companies are Numerator customers including:  
• 10 of top 10 consumer food brands
• 10 of top 10 consumer general retailers
• 9 of top 10 consumer household product brands
• 8 of top 10 global consumer electronics brands
• 8 of top 10 consumer beverage brands
• 8 of top 10 consumer pharmaceutical brands
• 7 of top 10 consumer hotel, restaurant and leisure companies
• 7 of top 10 global QSR brands

NUMERATOR HISTORY
Numerator was created in 2018 through the merging of two companies: Market Track and InfoScout. 
MarketTrack brought premium monitoring of key influences on consumer buying behavior (advertising, 
promotions, pricing) and InfoScout brought detailed insight into verified purchasing data through a 
revolutionary consumer panel. 

The scale of the Numerator consumer panel provides a comprehensive view of people’s shopping 
behavior for the first time. Numerator has the only dataset that tracks how people shop – regardless 
of whether they go online, shop at specialty stores or go to traditional retailers. This has become critical 
as traditional data sets (POS and HomeScan panels) cover consumer shopping at traditional retailers 
(grocery, drug and mass stores) which has dropped to just 48% of total CPG (consumer packaged 
goods) spend.
 
Numerator provides deep context into the what, why and how of people’s shopping by looking at the 
advertising, promotions and pricing influencing shopping as well as surveying people who are verified 
buyers regarding why they made purchases. It also provides deep understanding of the “who” with over 
500 psychographics and 300 media consumption preferences captured. 

Because Numerator is a data and tech company solving market research (versus a market research 
company leveraging data and tech), Numerator is bringing speed at scale never previously available in 
the slow-to-act market research space.

Numerator is headquartered in Chicago, IL, USA with ~2,400 employees including San Francisco, New 
York and two Centers of Excellence in India. Numerator is an independently operated subsidiary of     
Bain Capital’s Kantar portfolio.



NUMERATOR PATH TO PURCHASE DATA
(“The Why Behind The buy”)

Numerator “why” data provides fast, comprehensive monitoring of:  
• Advertising creative executions and estimated media spend
• Promotional programs retailers use to drive traffic
• Pricing intelligence that can be used to monitor price violations or real-time competitive price 

movement

In addition to monitoring services, Numerator can conduct real-time surveys to provide additional insight 
into the “why” behind consumer buying.

NUMERATOR PURCHASE DATA
(“Buy Data”)

Numerator “buy data” is disrupting the consumer insights industry by providing a much more 
comprehensive understanding of how consumers buy across both brick-and-mortar stores and online. 
Numerator is causing disruption through its (i) innovative collection panel, (ii) intuitive user platform, and 
(iii) unique insights that uncover growth.

THE INNOVATIVE NUMERATOR COLLECTION PANEL
Disruption Through Gamification Instead of Legacy Panels

Numerator’s collection philosophy is that better data is collected when we follow people’s natural 
behavior. Other market research companies rely on legacy panels, which require the panelist to adapt to 
the market research company’s process—meaning pause their natural behaviors to report on them.  

Key points on our data collection (versus competitive data) include:  
• People use a gamified mobile app (ReceiptHog) to incent their participation

Legacy panels provide panelists with handheld or phone-based UPC scanners
• People simply take pictures of receipts and upload them into the app, powered by proprietary 

technology 
Legacy panels require users to scan the UPS code on each item and enter prices

• Because the apps are so easy to use, Numerator has over 450,000 people uploading over 7 receipts/
week from all types of retailers 
Legacy panels have 60,000 users uploading ~1 receipt/week typically from mass, grocery  
and drug stores

• Numerator is able to “gate” participation into its premium static panel of 100,000 users so that the 
static panel organically aligns close to the US census
Legacy panels skew heavily to rural women and significant factor adjustments are used to adjust data 
to the US census

• Numerator has two-way communication with participants enabling instant surveys of actual buyers 
to be completed within days
Legacy panels typically require two-three weeks to recruit participants based on “claimed”  
buying behavior

• Numerator integrates online buying by allowing people to opt-in to data sharing creating a seamless 
view of on and offline buying unique to each person
Legacy panels stitch together data from multiple sources to cover omnichannel buying



TRANSPARENT DATA EXCHANGE WITH CONSUMERS
High Engagement Driven Through an Equitable Transaction

Numerator attributes the popularity and high engagement within its consumer app (Receipt Hog) to  
the straightforward and responsible way it interacts with consumers about data collection. Three 
principles for data transparency apply: 1) clear collection and use; 2) fair value exchange; and 3) an easy 
user experience.

THE INTUITIVE NUMERATOR PLATFORM
Disruption Through Democratized, Real-Time Access

Numerator’s user access philosophy is that consumer insights need to be easily accessible in real time 
by legions of employees across large organizations. Legacy panels support a centralized research center 
of excellence mentality in which data is periodically published in extracts that statisticians and data 
scientists use to develop centralized insights. Numerator Insights is recognized for: 
• Easy to use natural language: Any user can request reports through a gaming approach (like 

MadLibs) in which they simply select key terms
Legacy panels often deliver data in Excel extracts or with complicated query requests

• Fresh data: uploaded receipts are reflected within two days and receipts must be submitted within 
14 days of purchase
Legacy panels publish data periodically, monthly or bi-monthly for the prior period

• Rapid access: reports typically run within minutes
Legacy panels typically require special requests and several weeks to run reports 

UNIQUE NUMERATOR INSIGHTS
Disruption Through a Comprehensive View of a Moving Market

Historically, the vast majority of consumer spending was at grocery, mass and drug stores—and 
consumer insights panels were designed for this market. Today, 52% of people’s spending is through 
alternative channels from online to small format stores. Numerator is able to provide unique insights 
into the market including: 
• The rise of ecommerce buying, the rise of small format stores, the rise of small and private label 

brands, the shift towards locally grown and sourced, etc.
• Significant sample sizes for small and medium brands that are often high growth but lack coverage 

in traditional panels
• With over one billion receipts captured in just six years, each representing a shopping trip, Numerator 

has visibility into one out of every 500 shopping trips in the U.S.—13x more than the competition

MARKET USAGE
CPG (Consumer Packaged Goods) Manufacturers: 
CPG manufacturers are under pressure to identify new sources of growth. Much of today’s growth is 
happening with small brands, in small format buying, with private label and online. These new brands 
and channels are not well covered by traditional consumer panels which is why CPG manufacturers turn 
to Numerator. 

CPGs want to understand the buyer, their motivations, their loyalty and what, how and where they buy.  
And in today’s fluid buying world, these change quickly. 

Retailers:  
Retailers want to understand what drives consumers into their stores—and then what they buy there 
and elsewhere. Retailers are particularly interested in where potential purchasing that could be done at 



their store is leaking to other stores.  
Durable Goods:  
Durable goods manufacturers rely on Numerator path to purchase data much like CPG manufacturers. 

Quick Service Restaurants (QSRs):  
Like retailers, QSRs want to understand what drives consumers into their stores—and then what they 
buy there and elsewhere. QSRs are particularly interested in what their “share of stomach” is over their 
share of QSRs—as consumers turn to meal kits for fast dinners and have a preference for locally grown 
ingredients. 

Ad Agencies: 
Agencies use ad creative, promotions and pricing intelligence to understand competitive dynamics. 
Agencies also use Numerator Insights to better understand people including detailed psychographic and 
media consumption preferences.

NUMERATOR EXECUTIVES
Eric Belcher, Chief Executive Officer
Eric is a proven growth driver with experience opening up new marketing, geographies and product 
capabilities—as well as driving strong performance results both organically and through M&A. He is 
credited with making technology-enabled marketing execution the industry standard. Eric is deeply 
embedded in the Chicago tech scene and is on the Board of Chicago companies Tempus and Fooda, 
and a long-term investor in Lightbank, a Chicago-based investment capital firm focused on disruptive 
technology. Eric holds degrees from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business and Bucknell 
University.

Blake Burrus, Chief Product Officer
Blake is recognized for using his passion for technology, innovation, and analytics to build and expand 
global business. Prior to joining Numerator in 2021, Blake led Data & Analytics for Quotient Technology, a 
leading omnichannel digital marketing company, connecting millions of shoppers to thousands of brands 
and retail properties every day.

Regan Garrett, Chief Financial Officer
Regan led early efforts to establish other back-office functions at Numerator, including legal, HR and 
talent recruitment. Prior to joining, she worked at Mediaocean as the SVP of Business Operations, 
overseeing business transformation, sales ops, corporate development, training, facilities and IT. Regan’s 
career also includes seven years as an investment banking analyst at William Blair & Company.

Mohit Kalra, Chief Privacy Officer and General Counsel
A graduate of Harvard Law School with over 13 years at Google, Mo brings deep experience in data 
privacy, intellectual property and commercial agreements. He ensures that privacy is embedded by 
design into all products, solutions and technology that collect, use and share consumer information.

Kelly Dotson, Chief Marketing Officer
Classically trained at large multinational ad agencies, Kelly has spent the last 15 years largely focused on 
software and data companies driving transformative change.

Amy Oates Fitzgerald, SVP, Strategy
A veteran of market research, data analytics, and the CPG industry, Amy leverages her experience to 
lead growth strategy and key initiatives with strategic partners and retailers. Amy joined from Catalina 
with previous experience at PepsiCo and as an entrepreneur. 

Stan Turek, SVP, Strategy
In his 18 years PepsiCo executive, Stan held various leadership roles in strategy, marketing, innovation, 
sales, and was one of the founding members of PepsiCo’s Advanced Analytics Center of Excellence.  
Prior to joining Numerator in 2020, Stan held various Product and global Analytic leadership roles at 
Catalina Marketing, where he focused on creating new revenue streams leveraging their shopper data.

For more information, please visit www.numerator.com.

https://www.numerator.com


NUMERATOR CUSTOMER EXAMPLES
Sample Clients: Numerator Insights
Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC
B&G Foods USA
Burger King Corporation
Campbell Soup USA
Clif Bar USA
Clorox Services Company
Crayola USA
Diaegeo USA
Disney Consumer Products USA
Dr. Pepper Snapple Keurig Group USA
Harvest Group
Heineken USA Incorporate
Hill’s Pet Nutrition USA
Johnson & Johnson USA
Kimberly-Clark Global Sales, LLC

Kraft Heinz USA
LaCroix Beverages, Inc.
Litehouse Foods
Maruchan Inc
Mike’s Hard Lemonade
Mondelez International
Nature’s Bakery
NBC Universal
Nestle USA
Organicgirl Produce, LLC
Pabst Brewing Company
Samsung Electronics USA
SC Johnson USA
Sony Interactive Entertainment, LLC
The Coca-Cola Company

Sample Clients: Numerator Ad Intel
Allstate
Amazon.com USA
Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC
Apple Inc.
AT&T
Audi (Volkswagen Group)
Blue Buffalo
Burger King Corporation
Chevrolet
Dell USA
Dollar Shave Club Inc.
FedEx CA
General Motors USA
Hotels.com USA
Hulu, LLC

Johnson & Johnson USA
KFC Corporation
Kraft-Heinz
L’Oreal USA
Macy’s, Inc
McDonald’s Corporation
Microsoft USA
NBC Universal
Nissan US
Nordstrom CA
PepsiCo USA
Samsung Electronics USA
Southwest Airlines
Starbucks USA
Xerox USA

Sample Clients: Numerator Promotions Intel
3M Company USA
ACCO Brands USA
Activision Publishing
Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC
Bass Pro Shops
Blue Buffalo
Bose Corporation
Campbell Soup USA
Chobani USA
Colgate USA
Conagra Brands USA
Conair USA
CVS Pharmacy, Inc.
Dr. Pepper Snapple Keurig Group USA
Fruit of the Loom

General Mills USA
Heineken USA Incorporated
Kellogg USA
Lowe’s Companies USA
MillerCoors
Nestle USA
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
PepsiCo USA
Red Bull North America
Sony Interactive Entertainment, LLC
Target Corporation
The Fresh Market, Inc
The Hershey Company USA
The Procter & Gamble Company
Tyson Foods



Sample Clients: Numerator Pricing Intel

84 Lumber Company
Ace Hardware Corporation
Best Buy USA
BSR Group (Betta Electrical)
Connection
Costco USA
Dyson USA
E & S Trading
GameStop Corporation
Guitar Center
Hayneedle
Home Depot of USA
HP USA
illy caffè North America
Intuit USA

L’Oréal USA
Micron Consumer Products Group, Inc.
Narta International Pty Ltd
Orgill, Inc.
Puma North America, Inc.
Red Bull North America
Rural King Supply
Sharp Electronics USA
Staples USA
Sutton Tools
The Brick Warehouse LP
The Procter & Gamble Company
The Source
Toshiba America Electronic Components
True Value Company

Sample Clients: Numerator MAP Intel

Alcon Laboratories
Alpine Electronics of America
Canon USA
Church & Dwight USA
Columbia Sportswear Company
Conair USA
Converse USA
Corelle Brands
Goodman Manufacturing
Goodyear Tire USA
Google USA
GU Energy Labs
Honeywell International
HP USA
InterMetro Industries Corporation

JLA Home
Kawasaki Motors Corp
Legrand North America, LLC
Lexmark International
Michelin USA
Motorola Solutions Inc.
Newell Brands USA
Nike USA
Philips CA
RectorSeal
Reebok USA
Samsung Electronics USA
Sharp Electronics USA
Sony Electronics, Inc.
The Honest Kitchen, Inc.


